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OUR CHANGING WORLD

MEETING TODAY’S CHALLENGES

Our world has never been better connected…or more vulnerable. Digital technology is the
thread that connects our lives and it is growing at amazing speed.

Since digital evidence has become a driving force behind criminal investigations of all
types, agencies are rethinking the way their organizations handle digital data.

Crimes are more complex and increasingly influenced by technology. Mountains of data are
being generated and law enforcement agencies are struggling to cope. Following the data
trail to solve crimes is becoming increasingly difficult.

They are seeing the value in implementing a Digital Intelligence (DI) strategy to
access, manage, and analyze digital evidence to solve more cases faster and build
trust within communities.

There are 2.71 billion smartphone
users in the world today

2 million Darkweb users freely
trade and sell weapons and
child exploitation materials

1.3 billion people use Messenger
each month, including terror
groups and other criminals
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Terrorism and child exploitation are
among the top crimes facilitated
on WhatsApp

61% of illegal wildlife traders
use Facebook or WeChat

200 million people use Telegram
and Viber - platforms that are
commonly used for terrorism and
narcotics trafficking
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THE CELLEBRITE
DI PLATFORM
To meet the demands of our
changing world, law enforcement
agencies need to rethink the
way they are structured, how
investigations are conducted, and
how digital evidence is shared
and used at each stage of an
investigation.
Cellebrite’s DI Platform empowers
agencies to access, manage
and analyze digital data to its
fullest potential, quickly yielding
actionable intelligence that moves
investigations forward.

COLLECT & REVIEW

ANALYZE

MANAGE

Access data from the most devices,
computers, digital platforms, and
applications – anytime, anywhere.

Empower your entire organization with
the relevant evidence in a secure and
collaborative system.

Create actionable intelligence from
vast amounts of data.

Digital
Sources &
Types

Artificial Intelligence
Digital Evidence
Management
In the Field

FIELD
SOLUTIONS

INVESTIGATION
SOLUTIONS

Investigators &
Analysts

Prosecutors

In the Station

The platform also seamlessly
integrates with existing
infrastructures. This allows
agencies to make command
decisions more efficiently, and
better protect their communities.

MANAGEMENT
& COMPLIANCE
SOLUTIONS

LAB
SOLUTIONS

Agency Management

Data Storage &
Integration

Lab Practitioners

In the Lab
Agency Ecosystem
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CELLEBRITE

FIELD SOLUTIONS

The digital devices of today record and store a wealth of data that
may contain valuable evidence. First responders need a way to
gather consent-based data from these devices at the scene, and
upload it to a central repository where it can be securely accessed
for further analysis.

The Challenge
Capture digital evidence in the field before it is lost.
•

Collect real-time evidence from witnesses and victims in the field while protecting their privacy

•

Share actionable insights directly from the field with the investigative team

•

Retain data integrity to safeguard evidence admissibility

The Solution
Cellebrite Field Solutions are a comprehensive suite of tools that empower frontline officers and
investigators to capture consent-based digital data in the field. They allow investigative teams to make
real-time decisions while maintaining data privacy and integrity.

Cellebrite Frontliner
Collecting with confidence on the frontline.

Cellebrite Responder Kiosk
Getting real-time data for faster response.

Cellebrite Commander
Commanding the authority of tools
& processes.

Cellebrite Training
Participants learn the digital intelligence process and how to perform data extractions in the
field and share them with other team members.
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CELLEBRITE

LAB SOLUTIONS

Lab technicians operate in a constantly changing environment.
The modern lab requires tools to overcome the toughest
encryption from the broadest range of digital devices.
To be successful, digital intelligence practitioners require an
investigative solution to access, analyze, and report all gathered
digital data in a forensically sound manner. They then need to feed
this information to other team members for further analysis.

The Challenge
Overcome the toughest encryption to uncover the most
data possible.
•

The number of data sources and devices continues to grow

•

Encryption and security obstacles are becoming harder to overcome

•

More applications need to be accessed

The Solution
Cellebrite Lab Solutions ensure you get the most data from the
most digital devices and data sources. With industry-first Artificial
Intelligence (AI) capabilities, data reports can quickly be turned into
actionable insights.

Cellebrite UFED

Cellebrite Seeker

The industry standard for accessing
mobile data.

Capture, analyze and report all
video evidence.

Cellebrite UFED Cloud
Unlock cloud-based evidence to solve
the case sooner.

Cellebrite Physical Analyzer

Cellebrite Premium
Premium access to all iOS and highend Android devices.

Cellebrite Advanced Services

From encrypted data to actionable
intelligence.

Our experts provide law enforcement
agencies with “best-in-class” services to
overcome encryption mechanisms and
complex locks.

Cellebrite Pathfinder

Cellebrite Guardian

Find the path to insight through the
mountains of data.

Safeguarding the chain of digital evidence.

Cellebrite Training
Certifies participants to extract,
analyze and report on data in a
forensically sound manner using the
latest tools and techniques.

Cellebrite Digital Collector
A powerful, 3-in-1 solution that provides
live-data acquisition, targeted-data
collection, and digital intelligence imaging.
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CELLEBRITE

INVESTIGATION SOLUTIONS

The Challenge
Connect disparate evidence sources to provide actionable
intelligence, or risk impacting the case if critical data is overlooked.

To solve cases today, investigators need an easy way to sort, review,
and analyze data that may come from many different sources.
Reviewing thousands of data points from dozens of sources cannot
be done manually.

•

Too much data for manual review

•

Almost impossible to swiftly connect disparate evidence sources

•

Need to easily share findings with team members to collaborate on solutions

Automated solutions that utilize artificial intelligence to sort
through mountains of incoming data are required, or else
investigators risk missing key evidence that could lead to
the swift resolution of a case.

The Solution
Cellebrite’s Investigation Solutions are the most comprehensive suite of products that utilize industry-first AI
capabilities to dramatically accelerate time to evidence.
Whether on-the-go or at the desk, investigative teams can share and collaborate on case insights without
having to jump between different systems.

Cellebrite Pathfinder
Find the path to insight through the
mountains of data.

Cellebrite UFED Cloud
Unlock cloud-based evidence to solve
the case sooner.

Cellebrite Frontliner
Collecting with confidence on the frontline.

Cellebrite Responder
Getting real-time data for faster response.

Cellebrite Reader
Amplify findings and share information
across departments.

Cellebrite Training
Investigators, analysts, and examiners learn
to merge large quantities of disparate mobile,
cloud, computer, and telco data sources to
identify patterns, reveal connections, and
uncover leads with greater speed and accuracy.

Cellebrite Inspector
Smart, comprehensive analysis of employees’
computer systems for locally held documents,
communication history, and browser activity.
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CELLEBRITE

MANAGEMENT &
COMPLIANCE SOLUTIONS

Not complying with data regulations can render evidence
inadmissible, causing cases to collapse, criminals to walk free,
and community trust to be damaged. It has become a nearly
impossible task to link multiple data sources to a single case,
and manage retention and access logs while protecting personal
privacy. Agencies need a centralized management solution that
can do both.

The Challenge
Exercise the same level of control and management of physical
evidence over digital evidence, in a single case.
•

Easily manage and control digital data

•

Understand who is accessing the data and why

•

Meet all requirements for security and record keeping within the proper timeframe

The Solution
Cellebrite helps law enforcement agencies maintain federal and local compliance through the use of
an integrated DI core. By linking applications with existing infrastructure, Cellebrite’s Management
& Compliance Solutions can help agencies ensure that the right people have access to the right
data, at the right time.

Cellebrite Commander
Commanding the authority of tools
& processes.

Cellebrite Guardian
Safeguarding the chain of
digital evidence.

Cellebrite Training
Instruction on Cellebrite’s Central Management System allows users to pull all data and device
management capabilities into a central dashboard that’s easy for team members to use.
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Your Trusted Advisor

We Are Where You Are

Agencies need a trusted partner that can provide
the right guidance, tools, training, and support to
make them DI ready.

Products: Our best-in-class products are a force
multiplier that can extend the power of your
existing resources.

Here’s why partnering with Cellebrite
makes sense:

Support: We stand beside you every step of the
way. Our experts get your teams up and running
quickly, and help solve your toughest cases.

Experience: Cellebrite has been the global leader
in digital intelligence technology for more than 20
years. We never stop improving our products and
services to help make a safer world.

Cellebrite is never far away. Our Advanced Services team is always ready to assist on your most
challenging investigations.

Cellebrite can help create the right digital
intelligence strategy for your team.

England
Tennessee
California
Texas

New Jersey
Virginia

Germany
Israel
India

Japan

Singapore
Brazil
Australia
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Cellebrite’s mission is to enable its customers to protect and save lives, accelerate justice and preserve privacy in
communities around the world. Cellebrite is the global leader in Digital Intelligence solutions for the public and
private sectors, empowering organizations to master the complexities of legally sanctioned digital investigations
by streamlining intelligence processes. Trusted by thousands of leading agencies and companies in more than 140
countries, Cellebrite’s Digital Intelligence platform and solutions transform how customers collect, review, analyze
and manage data in legally sanctioned investigations.
To learn more visit us at www.cellebrite.com and https://www.cellebrite.com/en/investors/.

